In global era, many foreign businessman must be investation in Indonesian. The country become the first target because Indonesia is strategic county.

The accommodation mustn't be reject in this case. For to accommodate the businessman, we need accommodation look like hotel, it can be accommodate their transaction.

In this case, hotel, cann't be accommodate all businessman, but may be accommodate a lot of all from country needs.

I choose the final project "Business Hotel", that project is more specific for businessman only (if look from the user). And makes a specification on facility's hotel, that makes business in atmosphere of business hotel.

For the theme, I choose “Harmony in Contradiction”, that is makes deference for atmosphere from the hotel and business its self. This site is the conservation area, so this building makes specification in soul for architect “Graves”. The architect follow POSMO style, that is correct for touch of this building in conservation area. In soul of POSTMO, touch of theme may catch from fasade in the skin of building. Image in this building can be look with use the concept and touch of theme. The touch can be look in exterior and interior design in this building.